120VAC SURGE PROTECTOR

0E-SPROACHW

TYPE 2 SURGE PROTECTION DEVICE
PROTECTS ALARM AND FIRE PANELS
INSTALLS PARALLEL TO 120VAC BRANCH
UL1449, 4TH EDITION LISTED

The high performance 0E-SPROACHW is a Type 2 Surge Protection Device that protects sensitive electronic loads connected to service panels, intrusion alarm panels, fire panels and devices connected directly to it, via parallel installation on 120VAC branch circuits. LED indicators for AC input and active surge protection. NEMA Type 1 sealed ABS weather and impact resistant plastic enclosure. Lead wires 15”. UL1449, 4th Edition listed.

- SURGE PROTECTION DEVICE TYPE 2
- SERVICE VOLTAGE: SINGLE (2 WIRE + GND) 120VAC
- MCOV: 130V
- VPR: 800V V-N, 900V L-G, 800V N-G
- SURGE CURRENT RATING: 18KVA
- SCCR: 10KA
- NOMINAL DISCHARGE CURRENT RATING (IN): 3KA
- LEDS FOR AC INPUT AND ACTIVE PROTECTION
- NEMA TYPE 1 SEALED ABS PLASTIC ENCLOSURE
- OPERATING TEMP.: -40°F to 185°F (-40°C to 60°C)

PART #: 0E-SPROACHW
UPC: 811914024927
LENGTH: 2.75"
WIDTH: 2"
HEIGHT: 1.75"
WEIGHT: 9.2 OUNCES

UL 1449, 4TH EDITION LISTED

RoHS